
Agreements in Poland, October 2017 
 
During the meeting in Poland, the coordinators had 3 meetings to talk about the project and                
take decisions about next works and how to do them. 
We started with delays, and continued with all works from September until March 2018. 
 
Here there are our agreements: 
 

● Mobility to Greece: we changed dates: We will meet there from 25th February till              
2nd March. 

● Mobility to Cyprus: we changed dates: We will meet there from 21st May till 25th               
May. 

 
● One of the common delays is the Christmas Songs in all languages, were talking              

about it, and as we recorded it last year but with different programs, is not easy to                 
create a common song with all of them, so, we decided to record again, but every                
country in their language the whole song and send to Italy, who’s in charge of               
preparing the last version with all our voices in the same song. At the same time we                 
decided to record in every country the first part in English and Italy will try to join our                  
voices. To do it, first we must wait until Italy will send us the music base to                 
record from it (deadline 15th December). 

 
Second year works: 
 
September: 

● We will do the Skype chat next week. All students that were in Poland with the guest                 
ones. Joanna is in charge of the appointments. 

● Photo-nature contest: Poland is in charge, They will create a Pinterest account to             
upload all pictures and send us the email and password. 

● Editing and printing the culture calendar: Send to Italy 5 pictures of works every              
country did last year. Deadline: this week. 

October: 
● Legends of our region: Every country has to write a legend in 10 slides + cover page.                 

In every slide should write the paragraph of the legend in English at the top and in                 
their own language at the bottom. Add paintings on the cover page and two first               
slides and send to next partner. The order to send power points is: SPAIN -               
POLAND - CYPRUS - GREECE - ITALY. The 5 legends should be ready at the               
end of October. 

● The october’s videoconference will be done in December.  
 
November: 

● Quiz: Organizing an online quiz: we will do it the 17th November. Poland is in charge                
of preparing it. 

December: 
● Advent, typical lanterns … _ We will just add pictures on our wiki with our works. 



● Crackers: We will prepare a video with our students crackers and sending wishes to              
partner’s. 

● We must choose 5 proposals from every country and do the works, then prepare a               
market and sell them. (25 works per country, except Cyprus, who’ll make 15 = 3 from                
each country) 

January: 
● Partner’s dishes: Every partner will upload to the wiki two proposals of food (video              

tutorials) and every country will choose one from each other. If you think the other               
countries will have problem on finding an ingredient, you’ll have to send it. 

February: 
● Famous artists: We should think about how to do it as a cooperative work. Not               

decided. We will think and decide it in one of our teachers chats meetings. 
March: 

● Monuments: We saw all monuments and decided which one from each country will             
everyone of us build. Poland prepared a powerpoint with all the monuments and the              
country responsible of making it. 


